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ABSTRACT

Hardware Trojans (HTs) can be implanted in security-weak parts of a chip with various means to steal the internal sensitive data or modify original functionality, which may lead to huge economic losses and great harm to society. Therefore, it is very important to analyze the specific HT threats existing in the whole life cycle of integrated circuits (ICs), and perform protection against hardware Trojans. In this paper, we elaborate an IC market model to illustrate the potential HT threats faced by the parties involved in the model. Then we categorize the recent research advances in the countermeasures against HT attacks. Finally, the challenges and prospects for HT defense are illuminated.
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1. Introduction

A new type of hardware attack for integrated circuits (ICs), called hardware Trojan (HT), has emerged as an important research topic in recent years. HTs can launch serious attacks such as disabling or altering the functionality of an IC, or leaking sensitive user information. For example, in 2007, a Syrian radar failed to warn of an incoming air strike, which is responsible for a backdoor potentially built into the system's chips [1]. In January of 2014, the New York Times [2] exposed that the Quantum program of US National Security Agency (NSA) directly implants HT circuitry into USB communication protocol or USB port, which is believed to have achieved much secret data from all over the world, not only about military's network in China and Russian, but also the Mexican drug cartels and the police computer system, and even the EU’s trade agency.

Until now, the number of reported HTs is much less than the software Trojans. However, various HTs have been designed and their effects have been demonstrated [3–6]. The worries about HTs have been expressed globally and it is believed that more sophisticated HTs will be discovered in the foreseeable future [7]. Therefore, investigations on HT threats and defense solutions have been carried out worldwide. Advanced software and equipment to aid in the fight against counterfeit microelectronics in U.S. weapons and cybersecurity systems have been transitioned to military partners under DARPA’s Integrity and Reliability of Integrated Circuits (IRIS) program [8]. European project COST Action “Trustworthy Manufacturing and Utilization of Secure Devices” [9] also aimed at creating a European network of competence and experts on all aspects of hardware security including design, manufacturing, testing, reliability, validation and utilization. The network will play a key role in developing solutions responding to the hardware security challenges, hence strengthening the position of Europe in the field. Recently, national natural science foundation of China (NSFC) also initiated a project in 2015 (2.9 million RMB) on the countermeasures for IC potential safety hazard [10].

With these supports, various HT countermeasure approaches have been developed. This paper aims to review the recent progress in this research area, and more importantly to see how far we are from solving the problem. Recently, several surveys on hardware Trojan attacks and countermeasures have been published. Wang et al. [11] elaborated both HT taxonomy and Trojan detection methods. Tehranipoor et al. [12] presented a more in-depth discussion and classification of HT attacks, covering three topics: Trojan design and taxonomy, Trojan detection methods and design for hardware trust. Later, a more comprehensive review [13] augmented the complex HT threat models and illustrated the feasible countermeasures in specific fields concerning HT attacks. Another survey [14] discussed the feasibility of Trojan insertion at each stage of IC development and production chain. The latest survey [15] discussed the detection techniques of various hardware Trojans and analyzed complexity and limitations of the techniques.

Compared with the existing surveys, this survey from a different perspective uses an IC market model to elaborate specific HT threats faced by the parties involved in the model. Such a model has, to a large extent, made IC designers lost the control over the design, manufacture and application of ICs, and left opportunities for HT attacks. This paper also reports a new progress in HT defense—HT diagnosis, which not just detects the existence of HTs...
but also finds their locations. In addition, the up-to-date HT prevention and real-time monitoring approaches are also surveyed. The purpose of this paper is to meet the demand for a survey on the state-of-the-art of HT attack countermeasures, with an emphasis on the recent developments that have taken place within the past three years and a focus on the approaches that most likely will be expected to practice.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present preliminaries related to hardware Trojan. In Section 3, we describe the IC market model, as well as HT threats faced by the parties involved in the model. In Section 4, we survey the countermeasures for HT attacks, including HT detection, diagnosis and prevention approaches. Challenges and prospects are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Hardware Trojan structure

A number of possible Trojans can be implanted in the design with varying activation mechanisms (triggers) and effects (payloads). Fig. 1 shows a typical structure of HT, which contains trigger, Trojan circuit, and payload [16]. To be hidden in ICs, the HTs are usually designed to be silent in most of time, and their triggers are associated with rare signals or events [13]. When the specified signal or event appears, the payload circuit is activated and implements malicious functions. By cleverly designing, the rare signals or events are unlikely to arise during design simulation or testing, but can occur during long period of field operation [17].

2.2. Hardware Trojan taxonomy

In the Trust_hub website [18], a number of typical HT-inserted benchmark circuits are available. Generally, the HTs can be categorized into two types: combinational Trojan and sequential Trojan, which are shown in Fig. 2 [13]. The combinational Trojan shown in Fig. 2(a) depends on the simultaneous occurrence of a set of rare signals (i.e., \( T_1 \sim T_n \)) to trigger a malfunction. The sequential Trojan shown in Fig. 2(b) undergoes a sequence of rare events (i.e., \( S_1 \sim S_n \)), each triggered by different sets of rare signals, before activating the payload. Alternatively, Bhunia et al. elaborated the taxonomy of HT in terms of trigger and payload. Based on the trigger condition, the hardware Trojans can be classified into analog and digital Trojans. The former is activated by analog conditions such as temperature, delay or device aging effect, whereas the latter is triggered by some Boolean logic functions. From the perspective of HT payload, a Trojan can cause a breach of confidence via a transmitted radio signal or serial data port interface. The payload of the HT can also be a side-channel attack which the information is leaked through the power trace or thermal radiation. Another type of HT payload would be unauthorized alteration in circuit functionality such as denial-of-service (DoS) attack.

3. Hardware Trojan threats

In this section, we first introduce an IC market model in a way similar to the FPGA-based system market model proposed by Zhang and Qu [19], and then describe the potential threats from HTs in the model.

3.1. IC market model

As shown in Fig. 3, typically, there are five parties involved in the IC design, manufacture, and application flow. The role of each party is described below:

- **Foundries**: are the semiconductor manufacturers (e.g., TSMC, UMC, IBM) that contract with SoC designers to fabricate the ICs.
- **SoC designers**: design and create commercial products which contain various IPs.
- **IP vendors**: develop intellectual property cores (e.g., memory blocks, DSP cores) for SoC designers.
- **EDA tool vendors**: provide EDA tools for SoC designers and IP vendors to facilitate the design of large scale integrated circuits, e.g., Synopsys, Cadence, Xilinx and Altera.
- **IC end users**: companies or individuals purchase commercial products from SoC designers.

The interactions between these parties in the IC market model are shown in Fig. 3, where an arrow starts from the service supplier to the service receiver. Generally, as a party in this model, they will provide their competitive products to other parties. To be specific, SoC designers have connections with other parties in the IC market model. As a service receiver, they will purchase IPs from IP vendors to shorten the development cycle, acquire the licensed EDA tools to enhance the design toolkits from EDA tool vendors and contract with foundries to fabricate their chips. On the other hand, as a service supplier, they will provide their products to the end users who do not have a chip-level development team and require chips for a specific application. In addition, IP vendors will purchase the software tools from EDA tool vendors as well.

This model stems from the IC industry evolution and allows each party to focus on their expertise. However, the involvement...
of multiple parties for producing a single product opens doors to adversaries for HT insertion.

3.2. HT threats in IC market model

HT can be implemented at different stages of IC life cycle. This section analyzes the existence of HT threats during the interactions between every two parties involved in the IC market model.

3.2.1. HT threat between SoC designers and foundries

During the fabrication process, there is no guarantee that foundries do not insert a certain type of HT in the chips. Chips fabricated in foundries may be threatened by untrusted staff or third parties to whom the fabrication process is accessible. For example, a Trojan can be implanted into the IC by intentionally/unintentionally modifying the dopant level [20] or the mask layout [21] during the sample or mass production [14]. In addition, foundries have their confidential instruments to manipulate the chip fabrication for some malicious purposes and may outsource the mask generation to a third party which has the opportunity to maliciously include mask macros in the GDSII.

3.2.2. HT threat between SoC designers and IP vendors

In the interaction between SoC designers and IP vendors, the former needs to ensure that the acquired IPs do not hide malicious function units which will be extremely difficult to be detected afterwards. Several different types of Trojan can be designed by a proficient adversary during the pre-silicon stage. To the best of our knowledge, the vast majority of HTs proposed so far in the literature are implemented and added to the design at the RTL level, before synthesis, placing and routing [22,23]. An untrusted insider in IP vendors can easily manipulate the RTL, insert malicious codes, modify macros during the design synthesis, and even alter the placement & route so as to make room for the Trojan circuitry [14]. Furthermore, an untrusted contractor who develops parts of the specification for IP vendors and SoC designers also has the opportunity to include malicious elements.

3.2.3. HT threat between IP vendors (or SoC designers) and EDA vendors

EDA tools are widely used in many critical design stages. The software tools developed by EDA vendors may contain malicious codes which collect valuable data in IPs/SoCs. Recently, Qu and Yuan [24] analyzed the security vulnerabilities in EDA design tools and reported that logic implementations deduced by EDA tools may do more than required, regardless of the trustworthiness of the design team, the source of the EDA tools, and IP providers. This unexpected breaches could be exploited by adversaries to fulfill attacks.

3.2.4. HT threat between end users and SoC designers

End users who do not have a chip-level design team are concerned with HT attacks in products purchased from SoC designers. The HTs can be embedded into the chips during the SoC design step, to bypass the software security facilities and spy the users. The end users practically have no ability to detect this kind of hardware-level security threat, making them do not trust the traditionally reliable chips any more. The evidence of HTs/backdoors hidden in weapons control systems, nuclear power plants, and public transportation systems has been reported in [25].

4. Countermeasures for hardware Trojan threat

Based on HT threats discussed in Section 3, we summarize current countermeasures against the threats existing in every two parties in the IC market model, as shown in Table 1. We can find that each party pair has corresponding techniques to deal with the HT threats and several defense techniques should work together to ensure trustworthiness in the whole IC market model.

Basically, countermeasures against HT attacks can be classified into three categories: (1) HT detection approaches, (2) HT diagnosis approaches and (3) HT prevention approaches. HT detection is the process that determines whether any HTs exist in the circuit. HT diagnosis is to orient the HTs in the ICs in terms of their types, locations, and input pins [26], so that one can either remove or mask the HTs from the circuit. Another kind of countermeasure, called HT prevention, is applied to the modern IC design stage to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party pairs</th>
<th>Stage &amp; tech</th>
<th>Pre-silicon stage</th>
<th>Post-silicon Stage</th>
<th>Both stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IP trust verification</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>DRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC designers and foundries</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC designers and IP vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP vendors and EDA vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC designers and EDA vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End users and SoC designers</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Countermeasures for HT threats existing during interactions between parties in the IC market model.
increase the difficulties of HT insertion, to enhance the efficiency of the HT detection and diagnosis methods, or to prevent the successful HT insertion during IC development. Actually, trustworthiness must be considered as an important measure in the design flow instead of relying on an passive protection afterwards. In Table 1, countermeasures against HT in pre-silicon and post-silicon stage are elaborated. Among them, IP trust verification [17,34,36,37,41], logic test [13,30,60–62] and side channel analysis [26,44–58] are HT detection approaches. Logic obfuscation (LO) [65,66,68–73,92], layout filler [94,95], dummy circuit insertion (DCI) [97,98] and split manufacture [99,101] belong to HT prevention approaches.

4.1. Approaches for hardware trojan detection

Early HT detection approaches typically rely on the golden model which represents the anticipated behavior of HT-free IC [27,28,30]. If the suspect IC deviated sufficiently from the golden model, it would be considered as being HT-infected. However, such model is difficult to acquire with the increasing complexity of ICs. One possible way is to use destructive reverse engineering [13]. Reverse-engineering is a very complicated, error-prone, and time-consuming process, usually consisting of five steps: decapsulation, delayering, imaging, annotation, and schematic creation [28,29]. Recently, Bao et al. proposed to use support vectors machine to automatically distinguish the features between HT-free and HT-inserted structures in the ICs based on the IC images [31]. The approach operates in the imaging step and thus simplifies the process of reverse engineering. However, state-of-the-art approaches would not allow destructive verification of ICs to be either cost effective or scalable [32]. Therefore, more and more researchers proposed advanced detection techniques to eliminate the requirement of golden model.

In what follows, we will introduce some golden-free HT detection approaches, which exploit pre-silicon verification and post-silicon testing techniques.

4.1.1. HT detection in pre-silicon stage

Pre-silicon trust verification techniques can be used to detect the HTs from the third party IP cores or inserted by the EDA tools. Adversaries always try to insert HTs in a way that the HTs are dormant during functional verification. Therefore, the HTs are resistant to the traditional functional verification approaches. Recently, several trust verification approaches have been proposed to flag suspicious circuits, which arise from manipulating RTL, inserting malicious codes and modifying macros at the design stage. These approaches are developed based on the formal verification and functional simulation methods.

The first set of approaches uses static functional verification techniques such as formal verification and assertion-based verification. The design comparison method [33] was proposed to resolve a question “How does one verify that a block does what it is expected to do, and nothing else?” The basic idea was to make a comparison between two blocks from different sources with equivalent functionality. The full process involves wrapping designs and unrolling internal states to express each output entirely in terms of past and present inputs, completely removing state components such as flip-flops and latches, leaving only combinational logic and delayed inputs, and finally comparing the designs with a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver to find redundant logic.

Zhang et al. [34] defined all functions in the specification as properties, and the corresponding assertions were defined simultaneously. Then, coverage metrics (code coverage and functional coverage) were analyzed to identify uncovered parts, which can be considered as suspicious circuits. Moreover, a verification approach of system specification and implementation was also presented to identify extra functionality in hardware designs [35].

Nearly unused circuit identification (FANCI) approach was proposed in [36] to identify input signals with weak effect by static Boolean function analysis. The criterion for suspicious inputs is defined as the control value shown in Eq. (1). The control value of an input \( w_1 \) on an output \( w_2 \) quantifies what fraction of the rows in the truth table for \( w_2 \) are directly influenced by \( w_1 \):

\[
\text{Control value} (w_1, w_2) = \frac{\text{counter}(w_1)}{\text{size}(w_2)}
\]

where \( \text{counter}(w_1) \) denotes the total number of rows of \( w_1 \) which determines the value of output \( w_2 \) in the truth table; \( \text{size}(w_2) \) denotes the total number of rows of \( w_2 \) in the truth table. Take a multiplexer shown in Fig. 4 as an example. Input \( A \) has a control value 0.25, which can be obtained by counting the number of rows with the same value in Column \( A \) and the total number of rows of Column \( M \). For practical calculation, we only need to look through
a half of the truth table, because the two halves represent the same property. For a malicious multiplexer, there are 64 additional select bits. When those 64 bits match a specific 64-bit key, \( M \) is changed to a malicious payload. However, each additional bit only affects a small fraction of Column \( M \) and their control value is 2\(^{-65} \). After calculating the control value for all inputs, the approach derives a threshold for control value and those inputs with the value below the threshold are considered as suspicious inputs.

The second set of approaches combines static and dynamic verification techniques. Hicks et al. [17] first formulated the HT detection as unused circuit identification (UCI) problem which can be considered as suspicious circuits, whenever they did not affect outputs during simulation. The UCI algorithm could trace all signal pairs, and select those signals with equal properties as suspicious HT insertion targets. Afterwards, the suspicious circuit could be isolated and a exception notification logic is added to notify the abnormalities at run time. Fig. 5 shows an example. In subfigure (a) UCI identifies signal pair rout.su and rin.su in the MUX as a suspicious circuit for HT insertion. In subfigure (b) rin.su is assigned to rout.su and a comparison circuit is inserted to verify the inconsistencies of the output.

Later, an optimized approach VeriTrust [37] flagged suspicious circuits by identifying potential trigger inputs used in parasite-based HTs. A parasite-based HT exists along with the original circuit, and does not cause the original design to lose any normal functionalities. The authors used the example shown in Fig. 6 to illustrate the approach. The K-Map of the parasite-based HT-inserted circuit is shown in Fig. 6(b), where the third row represents the malicious function while other rows show the normal function. By comparing it with the K-Map of the original circuit in Fig. 6(a), we can see that the parasite-based HT enlarges the K-Map size with additional inputs so that it can keep the original function while embedding the malicious function. If we set all entries of the malicious function as don't cares, the trigger inputs (i.e., \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \)) become redundant. These redundant inputs are then flagged as potential HT trigger inputs for the further examination [38].

With increased IC complexity, computational effort required by verification methods increases dramatically [39]. It is not proper to carry out formal verification to the whole circuit. A metric for the assessment of Trojan inexistence called Trojan Assurance Levels (TALs) was introduced to locate the insecure area of chip designs [40]. This metric can be mathematically defined by evaluating the circuit functionality, structure and functional interactions at different levels of abstraction. It is expected that the HT detection process will be more efficient by focusing on the regions with high possibility of HT inserted according to TAL.

Most recently, feature analysis-based third party IP trust verification approaches have been presented to detect HT in the pre-silicon stage [42,43]. Oya et al. [42] proposed the first feature analysis-based method for identifying HT-free or HT-inserted gate-level netlists without using a Golden netlist. The proposed method does not directly detect HTs themselves but Trojan nets. First of all, features of Trojan nets are extracted from the randomly selected gate level netlist of HT-inserted benchmarks and they are assigned different scores based on the weakness in the circuit. Then a set of score thresholds of Trojan nets in terms of Max score, Max score count and Max constant cycles are used to classify HT-free and HT-inserted netlists. Yao et al. [43] presented another analysis-based third-party IP trust verification framework, which conducted HT feature analysis on the flip-flop level control-data flow graph (CDFG) of the circuit. Firstly, HT features are categorized based on different HT trigger conditions and an HT feature database is established by analyzing the CDFG. For each feature in the HT feature database, different feature matching algorithms are developed to detect nodes or node groups using the feature. Finally, all HT candidates that match HT features are reported for further manual examination.

### 4.1.2. HT detection in post-silicon stage

Post-silicon testing process can be used to find the HTs inserted at the design stage and the manufacturing stage. The detection approaches can be further divided into side channel analysis and logic test. The former can passively detect the HT’s side-channel signal and the latter activate the HT by using appropriate test patterns. It is believed that both approaches are complementary with each other for IP/SoC designers to detect HTs.

**Side channel analysis:** Side channel (SC) analysis has been widely applied to HT detection, due to the fact that the inserted HTs would have effects on the circuit’s power consumption [26,44–49], signal delay [50–53] and electromagnetic emanations (EM) [54–57]. SoC designers can utilize advanced test instruments to measure the power, delay and EM of ICs, and prove existence of HTs through the analysis techniques such as differential power analysis.

According to current analysis, HT embedded in the original circuit will add extra leakage current and power, but it is difficult to be detected directly due to the tiny impact on the whole circuit. Therefore, various design partition-based approaches have been proposed [26,49,47]. The basic idea is to augment the effect of the HTs. For instance, a scan cell distribution-based partition technique [49] is used to divide the circuit into regions. Then, activity-driven test pattern is generated to magnify the activity in the target region where the HT may be located. Finally, the localized transient current in each region is measured for HT detection.

![Fig. 5. A example of circuit/HDL transformation to remove an attack from a design based on UCI. In (a), UCI detects that unused circuits where the value for rout.su always equals rin.su, then identifying the mux as a candidate for removal. (b) shows the circuit modification by connecting rin.su to rout.su directly and adding exception notification logic to notify any inconsistencies at runtime [17].](image-url)
function as don’t cares.

Fig. 6. K-map in VeriTrust [37]. (a) K-map of original circuit; (b) K-Map of parasite-based HT; (c) K-Map of parasite-based HT in (b) by setting entities of the malicious function as don’t cares.

Fig. 7. Schematic view of EM-based the measurement setup [54].

Compare with other side-channel signals, path delay has its advantage: each path delay is independent with each other and they can be measured separately. However, the main challenge is that the tiny impact on HT delay cannot be effectively measured under the increasing level of process variation. Hence, Cha and Gupta [51] focus on reducing the process variation influence on Trojan delay. They calibrate the effect of process variation and built the delay model for each logic block, and then carry out HT detection in each block. In their further research, the additional path delay induced by Trojan is maximized by using a path selection scheme [52].

With the development of the testing instrument, a further parameter, electromagnetic emanation (EM) was proposed to carry out side-channel analysis [54–56]. Soll et al. [54] proposed an HT detection approach using localized EM measurements on FPGA. The basic flow of the EM-based HT measurement is shown in Fig. 7. It consists of two FPGAs, one FPGA can be used as a controller while the other FPGA is used to evaluate a cryptographic implementation. The Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30 is used as the control FPGA and the Virtex-II Pro XC2VP7 is configured with either the genuine or the Trojan-inserting design.

Logic test: As semiconductor technique advances, side channel analysis-based detection approaches alone become ineffective due to the significant impacts of process variation. It is suggested to combine side channel analysis with logic test approaches that focus on generating appropriate test patterns to activate HTs [13, 30, 60–62], which can help IP vendors and SoC designers to observe the payload of HTs.
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4.2. Approach for hardware Trojan diagnosis

As mentioned in Section 4.1, various HT detection approaches have been developed to determine whether HTs exist in a circuit. However, for the IP and SoC designers, they prefer to acquire the
specific HT information in their product in order to remove the HT threats. The difference between HT detection and diagnosis is that HT detection is the process that determines whether any HTs exist in the circuit, whereas an HT diagnosis approach is to determine the locations, types and triggers of the HTs in the circuit in order to remove or mask the HTs from the circuit.

Wei and Potkonjak proposed HT diagnosis approach based on circuit segmentation and gate level characterization (GLC) [47]. The basic procedure, as shown in Fig. 9, contains three phases: segmentation, HT detection and diagnosis, and post-processing. A segmentation model is first trained by segment properties including controllability ratio, correlation ratio and GLC accuracy. The model is then used to divide large circuits into small sub-circuits. In sub-circuits with small number of gates it is easier and more accurate to detect and diagnose HTs by tracing leakage power. In the third phase, statistical methods are applied to validate the prediction results in the post-process. The whole process is repeated multiple times if necessary.

The same authors also proposed another HT diagnosis approach [26] based on segmentation and consistency analysis of gate-level properties. The approach detects the HTs by measuring the gate-level properties of two segments with overlapping gates when these gates exhibit inconsistent leakage power. However, the HT detection results do not indicate which segment the HTs may be embedded in, and thus it is difficult for the HT masking process to handle the HTs. To diagnose the HTs, a third segment with the same set or subset of overlapping gates is introduced to specify the HT locations, which can be used as an arbiter for HT diagnosis. Fig. 10 shows an example of the consistency-based HT diagnosis. There are three segments in the circuit. Segment 1, Segment 2 and Segment 3 exposes the possible HTs in Segment 2 [26]. and then more segments that cover the overlapping gates should be found to further diagnose the HTs.

4.3. Approach for hardware Trojan prevention

The HT detection and diagnosis approaches, though promising, still face some challenges such as rare node identification, process variations, and measurement deviation. To improve the effectiveness of these approaches, ICs must be designed with self-protection awareness. Currently, obfuscation, layout-filler, dummy circuit insertion and split manufacturing are the main techniques for IP vendors, SoC designers and foundries to prevent HT attacks.

4.3.1. Logic obfuscation

Logic obfuscation (LO) is a probabilistic transform $O$ that converts a source circuit $F$ into a new circuit $O(F)$ that has the same functionality as $F$ but less intelligible in some senses [65]. After this kind of transformation, the secrets in designs tend to be more difficult to comprehend. This feature will help to keep the original design and protect the functionality of commercial IC which is only known by IP vendors or SoC designers.

Barak et al. [66] initiated a theoretical study of obfuscation. They focused on black-box obfuscation which should have two strong requirements: (1) the obfuscated circuit operates the same function as the original circuit efficiently, and (2) the obfuscated circuit should leak no information except for its black-box (input-output) functionality. The main challenge is that this definition of obfuscation cannot always be achieved. Later Goldwasser and Rothblum [67] proposed a new notion of “best possible” obfuscation which relaxes the second requirement to that the obfuscated circuit leaks no more information than any circuit of the same functionality. Best-possible obfuscation guarantees that any information that is not hidden by the obfuscated circuit is also not hidden by any other circuit having the same functionality.

Generally, obfuscation techniques can be classed into combinatorial logic [68–70] and sequential logic obfuscation [65, 71–73]. Combinatorial logic obfuscation is to obfuscate IC designs by randomly inserting additional key-gates (XOR/XNOR [68] or Multiplexer [69, 70]). One of the inputs to a key-gate is the functional input in the design and the other is one bit key input. The correct key will be stored in a tamper-evident memory inside the design to prevent access to attackers or implemented by a physical
4.3.2 Layout filler

Layout filling techniques are proposed to facilitate the HT detection and to reduce the likelihood of HT insertion by filling functional logic in the empty space of layout. This technique will prevent untrusted staff or third parties from inserting a Trojan by intentionally/unintentionally modifying the mask layout in foundries or prohibit an insider in IP vendors or SoC designers from altering the placement & route for HT circuits.

Built-in self-authentication (BISA) techniques were presented in [94,95] to prevent the insertion of additional Trojan gates in the layout and mask of circuits. BISA works by eliminating this spare space and filling it with functional standard cells (SCs) instead of nonfunctional filler cells, during layout design. The inserted SCs are then connected to form a circuitry called BISA circuit, which is independent of the original circuit. BISA provides protection against removal attacks where one or more of the filler standard cells are removed to place the Trojan cells by producing an incorrect signature during self-authentication. Fig. 11 shows the BISA design flow, where BISA can be embedded into the conventional ASIC design flow. The left rectangles in the figure show the basic conventional ASIC design flow, and the right ones in the figure are the additional steps for inserting BISA circuitry.

An HT prevention approach for FPGA was proposed in [96] by identifying unused resources at the layout-level within the FPGA device where low-level dummy logics (LLDLs) were filled. Bically, LDLs are added to the original circuit after the placement and routing stage. The native circuit description (NCD) file of the original circuit could be converted to the layout-level hardware description language (LHDL) which can be obtained by certain FPGA vendors. Compared with high-level protection techniques, filling LDLs may leave considerable amount of logic resources to be misused by attackers. Additionally, by employing the proposed low-level technique, the bitstream reverse engineering becomes much more difficult for the purpose of leaking design specifications.

4.3.3 Transition probability enhancement

Usually, adversaries exploit rare nodes with low transition probability (TP) in circuits to insert HTs. Therefore, reducing the number of rare nodes can reduce the possibility of HT insertion. Basically, there are two ways to increase the transition possibility. One is to insert the dummy scan flip-flops (dSFF), the other is to insert MUXs. In this paper we call the approach for increasing transition probability dummy circuit insertion (DCI). In what follows, we will describe these techniques in detail.

Salmani et al. [97] designed an approach to increase the transition probability of rare nodes by inserting dummy flip-flops. Firstly, the nodes with transition probability less than a specific threshold TP0 are identified. Then, dummy flip-flops are inserted to improve their transition probabilities. Fig. 12 shows the structure of dummy scan flip-flop (dSFF) in addition to an extra gate (AND or OR). If P0 is less than P1, a dDFF-AND block is placed to increase P0 as depicted in Fig. 12(a). Conversely, if P1 is less than P0, an dSFF-OR gate is used to increase P1, as in Fig. 12(b). Herein, P0 and P1 represent the signal probability being “0” and “1” of the input, respectively. According to the computation rule, the largest transition probability TP = P0 × P1 for one signal net is 0.25 on the condition that P0 = P1 = 0.5.

Similarly, Zhou et al. [98] increased the node transition probability based on the insertion of 2-to-1 MUXes. Taking an AND gate to illustrate the improvement of the transition probability after inserting a 2-to-1 MUX, as shown in Fig. 13. The P1 of the candidate net before MUX insertion can be computed in the following equation:

\[ P_1 = \prod_{k=1}^{N} P_{k1} \]

where \( P_{k1} \) represents the signal probability being “1” of the kth input.

Assuming that the jth input of the candidate net \( Net_i \) has the smallest \( P_{j1} \), after applying insertion of 2-to-1 MUXes on the jth input, both \( P_{0j} \) and \( P_{k1} \) are equal to 0.5 because of importing random test patterns. In this way, the updated \( P_{i1} \) of the candidate net \( Net_i \) can be computed in the following equation:

\[ P_{i1} = P_{i1} \times \prod_{k=j}^{N} P_{k1} \]

As we know, the candidate net \( Net_i \) with smaller transition probability TP depends on two cases: (1) \( P_{0j} \approx P_{i1} \) and (2) \( P_{0j} \approx P_{j1} \). Take case 1 as an example, suppose the jth input of \( Net_i \) with smallest \( P_{j1} \), then \( \prod_{k=j}^{N} P_{k1} \) is close to 1. By inserting a 2-to-1 MUX on jth input, \( P_{0j} \) will be 0.5 and \( P_{j1} \) tend to be 0.5 where we can get the highest transition probability at \( Net_i \).

4.3.4 Split manufacturing

In split manufacturing, the front end of line (FEOL) layers (transistors and lower metal layers) is fabricated in advanced technology at an untrusted high-end foundry and the back end of
line (BEOL) layers (higher metal layers) is then fabricated at the design house’s trusted low-end foundry [99]. Basically, split manufacturing tends to improve the security of an IC as FEOL and BEOL layers are fabricated separately in different foundries to hide the design intent and prevent malicious insertion [18]. This alleviates the HT attack in a single foundry from the whole process of the IC fabrication. For example, an attacker in the FEOL foundry cannot identify the suitable places in a circuit to insert Trojans without the BEOL layers. Split manufacturing is considered secure as it hides the BEOL connections from an attacker in the FEOL steps at an untrusted foundry [99]. However, Rajendran et al. exploited the heuristics used in typical floor planning, placement, and routing tools to bypass the security in the FEOL foundry where an attacker can connect 96% of the missing BEOL connections correctly. This is because floor planning & placement tools place the partitions as close as possible to reduce the delay between the two adjacent pins [100] so that attackers can find the connection information near the target pins. To overcome this vulnerability, a fault analysis-based defense was presented to rearrange the partition pins in order to deceive the FEOL attacker into making wrong BEOL connections [101].

4.4. Runtime monitor

Although lots of techniques have been developed for HT detection, diagnosis and prevention in the whole IC market model, they cannot guarantee to cover all potential HTs. It is still necessary to construct on-chip monitoring for HTs during run time [64]. Once the abnormal operation of the circuit happens, alert mechanism can shut the circuit function, and trigger other security measures to prevent further consequence caused by hardware Trojans. Analog sensors such as thermal sensor can also be exploited to detect deviations in power/thermal profiles caused by Trojan activation [63]. Runtime monitor has been comprehensively introduced in [13], where runtime monitor techniques are classified into three subclasses: configurable security monitors, variant-based parallel execution, and hardware-software approach. It is believed that the detection at the chip testing phase and run-time monitoring are complementary to detect Trojans.

5. Challenges and prospects

With advanced technologies, adversaries are likely to initiate new and unanticipated attacks which are difficult to be tackled by existing countermeasure approaches. Therefore, countermeasure techniques against HT attacks need further development, in order to win the race. To obtain the trustworthiness in the whole IC market model, several possible challenges and prospects for parties in the model are listed as follows.

- Efficient HT detection approaches for third party IPs at the pre-silicon stage are demanded by the SoC designers. Detecting HTs before integration will definitely reduce the complexity. The nature of external IPs, such as no golden reference model and many opportunities for HT insertion, makes the trust verification approaches face great challenges in terms of validity and efficiency. In addition, system level methods are also needed to identify and isolate Trojan IPs.
- Vulnerabilities from EDA tools are not widely concerned currently. Therefore, there is an underlying risk for the whole IC design cycle. The EDA tool vendors must provide the sufficient proof of the trustworthiness with their tools, and also the necessary design and verification tools to support cross trust verification.
- HT diagnosis approaches are a prospective research field, but accurate orientation of HTs is very difficult for large and complicated circuit designs. Efficient and clever diagnosis techniques are needed.
- With the increasing size of ICs, an adversary can exploit a large number of Trojan instances in various forms and sizes [102]. It can be extremely challenging to activate arbitrary Trojan instances and observe their effects in advanced technologies with process variations [13]. Therefore, design for trust is a more feasible solution for IC designers.
- It is suggested that combining HT detection, diagnosis, prevention and runtime monitoring will probably provide a complete solution to address the HT issues [13]. A systematic approach which supports hierarchical and synthetic application of various HT detection techniques is desired.
- In the future, it is necessary to build a trusted third party (TTP) with all necessary equipments and techniques to focus on the HT detection for end users.

6. Conclusion

In this survey, we elaborate an IC market model, and describe the HT threats at the interactions between parties involved in the model. We survey HT detection, diagnosis, prevention and runtime monitor approaches against the potential HT attacks. Finally, we discuss the challenges and the prospects for HT defense. In a word, tackling the threat of hardware Trojan will require long-term and tough endeavor. With proper approaches, we could gradually increase the difficulty and cost of HT attacks and even eliminate them, and leave HTs to the past.
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